
TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR GROW LIGHTING

EQUAL OR GREATER YIELD
PROGRAMMABLE LIGHT RECIPES

UP TO 50% DECREASE IN ENERGY COSTS
IMPROVED SPECTRUM CONTROL

DECREASED MAINTENENCE COSTS
LOW HEAT EMISSION

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING
LIGHT OUTPUT EQUIVALENT TO 1000W HPS

OPTIMIZED LIGHT DISTRIBUTION

The first LED grow light with smart technology 
and full wireless control at your fingertips

Heliospectra are scientifically created LED grow lights. Heliospectra’s 
engineers and biologists  spent 8 years researching plants and light 
spectrums to maximize plant quality, decrease energy costs and 
improve yield. The Heliospectra LX60 Series has been tested in over 
250 light regime tests and 90 research trials.

Heliospectra’s patented lighting system gives you wireless control over 
your lighting. Utilize scientific light recipes to potentially increase yield, 
reduce growing time, and change the way your plants react to light. 
You are in control with the Heliospectra. 



Technical Specifications

CASE STUDY: PINK HOUSE BLOOMS, Colorado
Pink House is tested 32 of Heliospectra’s LX60 grow lamps to emulate outdoor growing 
conditions closer to the equator, where CBD-rich strains of cannabis originated. 
By manipulating the light spectrum to match certain geographical solar patterns, owner Elliot 
Klug and his horticultural team hope to grow medical cannabis strains with reduced THC 
and higher CBD. 

“The lamp delivers on electricity savings alone, but the yield and quality sealed the deal for me - it seems LED has 
finally arrived. Check out the software, the quality of the lamp and see for yourself.” 
- Pink House Blooms. 

CASE STUDY: SPOTTED OWL ORGANICS, Washington
Spotted Owl Organics embodies how growers should actively look to 
reduce energy consumption to save money. Owners Doreen Bomar 
and John Esselstrom, had been looking into energy saving solutions 
for more than two years when they decided on the Heliospectra for 
their marijuana grow. 

“For our new facility, we are able to save on operating costs as well as save on 
capital costs. The air conditioning system needed for our Heliospectra grow is 
significantly less expensive than a traditional high-pressure sodium setup requires.”  
- Spotted Owl Organics


